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So you want to build a Winnow Wizard

Developed by a proud supporter of the Open Source Seed Initiative, this is an open source design.  Publication 
of these plans in the public domain legally precludes any entity from seeking a patent.  Please send a photo of 
your completed Winnow Wizard, along with a description of any modifications, to mark@luterra.com.

Total assembly time is about 30-40 hours, depending on experience and attention to accuracy.  A team of 4-5 
people could build a Winnow Wizard in a day, with enough tools to go around.  Total material cost should be in 
the $500 range.

If you decide you would rather purchase a Winnow Wizard pre-built, I am able to build them on a limited scale.  
Cost is $1875-$1925 (depending on blower HP) plus freight shipping from Corvallis, OR.  Send an email to 
mark@luterra.com if you are interested.

If you have questions on assembly, send a message to mark@luterra.com.  I am also available to travel and 
lead assembly workshops, if a group of farmers is interested in building Winnow Wizards together.

If you have a wood/metal shop and would like to produce Winnow Wizards for sale to others, I would appreci-
ate a voluntary royalty/consultant arrangement. 

A note on scale

I designed the Winnow Wizard for the scale of Wild Garden Seed.  Our seed lots range from one pound up to 
a few hundred pounds, with most lots in the 10-60 pound range.  The hopper holds about 50 pounds, and the 
receiving bins will also hold this amount.  Depending on feed rate, throughput ranges from 50-200 pounds 
per hour.  It may be possible to build a smaller Winnow Wizard – maybe even at the scale of a hair dryer for a 
blower – though it could be difficult to obtain sufficient drop for good separation.  Scaling up would certainly 
be possible; I can imagine a three-phase, 5-hp blower feeding four side-by-side 40”-wide wind tunnels, inte-
grated with other machines with a throughput of 2000 pounds per hour or more.  It is not immediately clear 
whether an industrial-scale Winnow Wizard would offer a cost or quality advantage over the gravity tables and 
other machines currently used for density separations, but if anyone wants to try it I would love to see the 
report.

Tools required

Circular saw with plywood blade, 
adjustable angle and depth

Jigsaw

Chopsaw or miter saw

Angle grinder with metal cutting 
wheel

Large C clamps (2)

Wood and metal files

Drills, drill bits, and bit drivers

Sheet metal shears

Tape measure

Square

Hammer

Wire cutter

Wire stripper

Screwdrivers

Multimeter

Soldering iron and electrical solder
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Materials

Material notes

1The best way to find a good used furnace blower is to visit an HVAC contractor; they are frequently removed during 
furnace upgrades.  I have had some luck finding them on eBay in the $50-$100 range.  A 1/3-hp motor is much quieter 
and uses less energy, but a 3/4 hp motor delivers higher maximum airflow which is helpful for large/heavy seed (e.g. 
removing lighter seeds from quinoa and grains, winnowing splits out of beans).

2For fan motors, it is usually easy to find a $5 desk, oscillating, or window fan at Goodwill.  If you are lucky or persistent, 
you might find a fan motor that can be bolted on directly with no modification of the wiring.  

3The only plywood surfaces that need to be mirror-smooth are the inside of the hopper and the narrow bin.  Other sur-
faces can be rough-sanded plywood or even CDX, though I personally prefer to use prefinished plywood for everything.

4Online Metals (www.onlinemetals.com) is the best source I have found for specialty metals, especially the perforated 
screens that form the heart of the Wizard.

5The hardware required to mount the fan motor will depend on the motor, though in most cases it is possible to bolt 
through mounting holes into metal or plywood brackets.

6Small neodymium magnets are available online, sold as refrigerator magnets or for magnetic spice jars etc.

Motors

1/3-3/4 hp, 110V, three speed fur-
nace blower1

Small fan (desk, window, or oscil-
lating), motor rated 0.4-0.8A2

Lumber

(1) 4x8 sheet prefinished (at least 
on one side) plywood, 1/2” thick3

(1) 4x8 sheet S2S plywood (sand-
ed, not finished), 1/2” thick3 

(5) 12’ 2x4s, straight as possible

(5) 8’ 1x2s, as straight as possible

Scrap of 3/4” plywood, min. 6”x24”

Metal4

(2) Perforated steel sheet, 24” x 
36”, 0.036” thick, 1/16” holes, 1/8” 
stagger, Online Metals part #13526

(1) Perforated steel sheet, 24” x 
36”, 0.036” thick, 1/8” holes, 3/16” 
stagger, OM part #13529

(1) Stainless steel sheet, 12” x 24”, 
0.024” thick, OM part #6824

(1) Stainless steel sheet, 12” x 12”, 
0.060” thick, OM part #6828

(1) Aluminum sheet, 24” x 36”, 
0.016” thick, OM part #21563

1/8” hardware cloth, 2’ x 3’

Fasteners etc.

8’ length, 3/16” nylon rope

(8) 3/16” rope ferrules

(10) 1/8” “L” screw hooks

(4) 3/16” eye hooks

(12) 1” #12 sheet metal screws

(24) 1/2” #8 sheet metal screws

(4) #8-32 x 1-3/4” bolts with lock 
nuts (may change depending on 
fan motor mount)5

1” #6 wood screws

1-1/4” #6 wood screws

1-1/2” or 1-5/8” #6 wood screws

1-3/4” #8 wood screws

3” #9 wood screws

3-1/2” #10 wood screws

Epoxy suitable for wood and metal

(1) Small metal door pull

(1) Simply metal door handle

(20+) 1/4” dia. x 1/16” thick cylin-
drical neodymium magnets6

(2) 1/4” x 4” bolts or dowel pins

Duct tape

Electrical (for three-speed blower)

(1) ~10-15’ 14-gauge grounded 
extension cord

(2) 2-gang metal exposed work 
boxes

(1) exposed work cover, two 
switches

(1) exposed work cover, outlet/
switch

(1) combo switch/outlet, 15A

(1) 15A switch

(2) 15A three-way switch

4’ 14-2-2 (four conductor) NM-B (if 
motor leads are not long enough)

Wire nuts

Self-tapping ground screws
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Assembly Notes

Make cuts as accurately as possible, especially for the hopper, feed tray, and narrow bin where seeds can get 
stuck in joints.  Gaps can be filled with clear tape or caulking if necessary/desired.

Measure your 2x4s exactly.  Any deviation of 1/16” or more from 1-1/2” x 3-1/2” will need to be taken into 
consideration.  As an example, if your 2x4s are 1-9/16” thick, then the inside of your frame will need to be 1/8” 
wider and the outside of your frame will need to be 1/4” wider.

Order of assembly

1.  Frame (with base), wind tunnel, blower adapter, hopper, hopper support, feed tray, splitters, and narrow 
bin can be assembled independently.

2.  Attach blower adapter to wind tunnel.

3.  Attach wind tunnel to frame.

4.  Attach blower to wind tunnel.

5.  Add feed plate between wind tunnel and frame.

6.  Install hopper support.

7.  Suspend feed tray from hopper support.

8.  Install electrical wiring and switches.

9.  Add safety screens over blower intakes.

10.  Place hopper and splitters in place, test fit.

11.  Test and calibrate winnowing.

Hopper

Feed Tray

Frame

Feed Plate

Splitters

Base

Blower Adapter

Blower

Wind Tunnel

Hopper Support
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Cutting Diagrams

2x4s

Choose the best three boards for long pieces.  There will be about 5’ left, so you can cut out knots or bends.  
Mark cuts one at a time, or allow 1/8” for blade width.   The 25-1/2” boards are frame crosspieces; this dis-
tance is actually 22-1/2” plus two 2x4 thicknesses, so adjust accordingly if your 2x4s are not exactly 1-1/2” 
thick.

Prefinished plywood, 4’x8’
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S2S (or prefinished) plywood, 4’x8’

See individual component sections for dimensions.  These diagrams are provided to show how all pieces can 
be cut from two 4’x8’ sheets.  To prevent inaccuracies due to blade width, measure after each cut rather than 
marking all cuts on the sheet.  

Recommended order of operations:

1.  Cut 24” off of both plywood sheets for the wind tunnel.  If you have only one prefinished sheet, use it for 
the top and bottom (for ease of cleaning).

2.  Cut the base.  

3.  Cut out the hopper pieces.

4.  Cut off the narrow bin sides and the feed plate, then cut a 24” width all the way across for the rest of the 
narrow bin pieces.

5.  Make all remaining cuts.
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Assembly Instructions

Frame

Note:  With this frame, the vertical clearance below the splitters is 17”.  At Wild Garden Seed, this accommo-
dates “tall Rubbermaid” bins (16.5” height) and “large Sterilite” bins (15.5” height).  The splitters should sit 
at least 1/2” but no more than about 2” above the tops of bins.  If you have taller or shorter bins, adjust the 
length of the uprights (and associated dimensions as appropriate) accordingly.

1.  Cut 2x4s to the following lengths: 
 72”: 2
 54”: 2
 49”: 2
 25-1/2”: 4  (Note that these are 22-1/2” plus two 2x4 thicknesses, so adjust this if the thickness of your 
           2x4s deviates from 1-1/2” by 1/16” or more)

2.  Cut lap joints for the connection between uprights and bottom boards, so that these boards are in the same 
plane.  Assemble with 1-1/4” screws.

3.  Attach the 25-1/2” horizontals as shown with 3-1/2” screws.  On the rear upright, measure 20-1/2” from 
the floor to the top of the first horizontal and 49” from the floor to the top of the second horizontal.  Place two 
small 2x4 scraps on edge on the second horizontal, then attach the top horizontal so that these 2x4s can move 
freely but with 1/16” or less of play.

4.  Cut the plywood base, 72” x 28-1/2”, though the width is 22-1/2” plus four 2x4 thickness, so this will also 
need to be adjusted if your 2x4s deviate from 1-1/2” thick.  Tip the frame on its side and screw on the base.

View from 
left side

Rear Front
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Blower Adapter

Each blower is different, so every adapter is different.  The wide end of the adapter fits cleanly into the wind 
tunnel, while the narrow end is sized to fit precisely over the blower outlet.  Depending on your blower design, 
you may need to bend or remove metal to create a rectangle that will fit inside the blower adapter.

1.  Measure the outside width (W) and height (H) of your blower outlet.

2.  Calculate the following dimensions to the nearest 1/16”: 
 A = (20-1/2” - W)/2
 B = (17-1/8” - H)/2
 C = SQRT(256 + B^2)
 D = SQRT(256 + A^2)

3.  Measure and cut the four pieces as shown at right.

4.  Assemble into a trapezoidal prism with #6 x 1-1/2” screws, 
screwing through the top/bottom into the sides.

Top, 
Bottom

Sides
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Wind Tunnel

Note:  For left and right reference, imagine 
standing downwind from the machine, looking 
into the wind tunnel.

1.  Cut plywood pieces.  For the right side, start 
with a piece 18-1/8” x 24”, then make the three 
dividing cuts.  The saw kerf width will be left 
open as slots for the perforated screens.

2.  Assemble plywood box using #6 x 1-1/2” or 
#6 x 1-5/8” screws, screwing through top and 
bottom into the edges of the sides.  Align the 
bottom flush with the sides and top at the back, 
leaving a 6” gap at the front.  This prevents 
seeds from landing inside the wind tunnel when 
bouncing off of the splitters.  For the right side, 
leave an equal gap of at least 1/16” between the 
three pieces, large enough to slide in the perfo-
rated metal.

3.  Cut thirteen 21-1/2” lengths of 1x2, leaving 
the straightest, most knot-free lengths for the 
frame rails. 

4.  Using 1” screws, attach twelve 1x2s to the top and bottom inside of the box, leaving 1-16”-1/8” slots aligned 
with the slots on the right side.

5.  Insert the wide end of the blower adapter 1” into the rear of the wind tunnel (draw lines), and attach with 
1” screws.  Use at least three screws on the top and bottom, as the adapter will support the weight of the 
blower.

Photos taken after blower adapter added.  Note the 6” setback of the bottom board.  (The slot spacing has 
changed in the plans since these photos were taken; slots should be 3” apart.)

6.  Cut the two identical pieces of 24”x36” perforated metal (1/16” holes) exactly in half, yielding four pieces 
measuring 18”x 24”.  Test screens for fit in the slots, but leave them out for now.
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7.  Cut the third piece of perforated metal, with larger holes, exactly in half, yielding two pieces measuring 18” 
x 24”.  Cut one of these pieces to 21 3/8” length, to fit inside the wind tunnel.

8.  Using soap and water (or stronger solvents if necessary), wash the factory cutting oil off of the perforated 
metal pieces.  (Residual oil will trap dust and eventually plug the holes.)

9.  Cut a piece of 3/4” plywood to 3” x 21 3/8” and add the utility door handle as shown below.  Attach it to 
one edge of the 21 3/8” long screen with 1” screws.

10.  Attach the last 21 1/2” 1x2 to the top of the wind tunnel, 1/8” forward of the blower adapter.

11.  Insert the 21 3/8” screen into the wind tunnel from the front, sliding the top into the slot between the 
blower adapter and the last 1x2.  You will need to bend the screen to fit the bottom into place. 

12.  Using duct tape, partially obstruct two of the 1/16”-hole screens.  Four strips of tape with three 3” gaps 
creates a 50% obstructed screen.  Six strips of tape with five 1” gaps creates a 75% obstructed screen.  These 
are used to create very gentle airflows for winnowing tiny/light seeds.  (The 75% obstructed screen is used for 
winnowing very small seeds with a 3/4 HP blower; if you are using a 1/3 HP or 1/2 HP blower you will probably 
not need it.)
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Hopper Support

The hopper support holds both the hopper and feed tray for automatic feed operation.  It can be easily re-
moved for manual pouring, and it can be omitted (along with the hopper and feed tray) if you are building a 
manual-only Winnow Wizard.

Cut two 39” lengths and two 12” lengths of 2x4, and assemble them according to the diagram, using 3-1/2” 
screws.  The hopper will sit inside the square.
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Hopper

The hopper is built from equilateral triangles and is half of an octahedron.  There are a lot of angled cuts - the 
angles don’t need to be perfect but should be within two degrees or so for a good fit.  

1.  Select the better side of the pre-
finished plywood for the inside of the 
hopper, and draw your lines on this 
side.

2.  Mark at 12” and 36” along the 4’ 
edge of plywood.

3.  Draw a line 20-3/4” from the edge 
and mark at 24” along this line.

4.  Connect the marks to form three 
equilateral triangles.

5.  Starting with the edges of the center 
triangle, draw parallel lines 1” away, as 
shown in the diagram.  This makes the 
right and left triangles smaller; they will 
go inside when assembled while the 
larger triangles will go outside.

6.  Make the straight cut at 20-3/4”.  
Draw the fourth triangle and cut along the red lines to remove it from the plywood sheet.  Cut the diagonal 
~1/2” away from the edge of the triangle, leaving the edge line visible.

7.  Set the blade angle to 19.5º (that’s the mathematical angle, but half-degree accuracy is not essential).  Cut 
all of the diagonals, with the blade angled inward so that the bottom surface of the triangles is narrower than 
the top.  Cut as straight as possible, especially on the smaller triangles where the edges will form seams.  Keep 
the smaller and larger triangles separate.

8.  The triangles now have two angled edges.  The corner where the two angled edges converge is the bottom 
corner.  Working on the same side of the plywood as before, draw lines in the bottom corners as shown below.

Larger triangles Smaller triangles
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9.  Set the blade angle to 35º.  Carefully cut along the lines to truncate the bottom corners, again angling the 
blade inward.

10.  Deburr the acute angle edges with a file, then assemble the four triangles with #6 x 1-1/2” screws, predrill-
ing and screwing through the larger triangles into the edges of the smaller triangles.  Align the bottom corners 
exactly.  The bottom will form a square opening 1-1/4” on a side.

Adding the sliding gate

11.  From 0.06” thick stainless steel, cut two squares measuring 2-1/2” on a side (the gate supports) and one 
rectangle measuring 2-1/8” x 4” (the sliding gate).  Deburr the edges with a file.

12.  Draw a line on the squares 1/2” in from an edge.  Clamp along this line between two pieces of 2x4 scrap, 
with 1/2” protruding.  Using a hammer and another small 2x4 scrap, bend the protruding edge through an 
angle of approximately 55º.  Test the angle on the bottom of the hopper; it will likely take some further adjust-
ments to get the angle correct.

13.  Drill four holes in the larger portion of each of the bent squares, using a bit large enough to clear your 1/2” 
sheet metal screws with some room for adjustment.

14.  Attach the door pull 3/8” from a narrow edge of the 2-1/8” x 4” rectangle.  You will probably need to trim 
the bolt that came with it, or substitute a shorter bolt.

15.  While holding the sliding gate in place, attach the gate supports to the non-seam sides of the hopper with 
1/2” sheet metal screws.  When tightening the screws, adjust the tension so that the gate slides with reason-
able ease but is held firmly at any position from closed to fully open.
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Base, x1

Side, x2

Divider, x2

Cover, x1

Feed Tray

The feed tray needs to accommodate the shaker motor.  If you wish to follow the designs here, it should be 
fairly easy to find a motor that fits within these 3” x 4” constraints.  The alternative is to find a fan that can be 
disassembled and the plastic motor case bolted on directly, as I used in the first Winnow Wizard prototype.

1.  Cut the following plywood pieces.

2.  Cut a 10-1/2” x 11” rectangle of 0.016” thick aluminum.  Glue in place as shown below, overlapping 1/4” 
notch at the front of the base.

3.  Assemble the sides and dividers as shown (top view, sides and dividers in red, 45º cutout at front of sides).  
Predrill holes through aluminum and use #6 x 1-1/2” screws.  Do not add the rear divider yet.

Aluminum
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Preparing the vibration motor

4.  Remove motor from fan, leaving blades attached.  Bypass speed selector, or leave on highest setting.  If 
modifying wiring, solder all connections, cover with crimp connector/wire nut, and wrap in electrical tape - 
connections need to withstand continuous vibration.  

5.  Cut off fan blades, and drive six 1” screws into one side of the shaft.  This off-balances the shaft to create 
vibration.

6.  Craft the motor mount, using either 4” lengths of 1/2” plywood, 4” lengths of “L” aluminum available in 
most hardware stores, or any other method of your choice.  The axis of rotation should be horizontal and left-
to-right (see photos), and the direction of rotation should be clockwise viewed from the right (see diagram).  
Most fan motors have four mounting holes; use all of them if possible, and use lock nuts.  You will likely need 
to cut notches in the mounting rails to accomodate the design of the motor.  

Vibration motor next to unmodified fan motor.  Note direct wiring to motor, blades removed, screws added 
to off-balance shaft, custom mounts attached with four bolts and lock nuts, dimensions 3” x 4” to fit into feed 
tray.

                             Direction and axis of rotation

3”

4”
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7.  Mount the motor in the center of the feed tray, using 1” or 1-1/4” screws and predrilled holes.  Cut a notch 
~1/8” wide by ~5/8” deep in the rear edge of the left side board for the cord.  Slip the cord into this notch, 
then clamp it in place by adding the rear divider.

8.  Using a 3/8” bit, drill ~40 ventilation holes in the sides, back, and bottom of the motor enclosure.  To keep 
seeds out, do not drill holes in the front or top cover.

9.  Test the motor and adjust vibration intensity if needed by adding/removing screws in the shaft.  The vibra-
tion should be strong enough that the feed tray moves if placed on a hard surface, but not so strong as to bog 
down and overheat the motor.  Screw on the cover, driving additional screws into the motor mount rails so 
that the motor is anchored from both the top and bottom.

10.  Drive two 1-1/2” steel (not stainless, must be magnetic) screws into the front edge of the feed tray, be-
tween the side boards and the outside edge.  Predrill, and countersink the screw heads to avoid splitting the 
wood.  Drive screws until precisely flush with the wood surface.  Add stacks of 1/16”x1/4” neodymium mag-
nets to these screws.  The number of magnets in the stack will control the width of the feed slot; slot width for 
most operation is 2-8 magnets.
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Splitters

The splitters are constructed as 3-4-5 triangles, a “Pythagorean triple” that harkens back to high school geome-
try.  The main challenge in constructing them is making a sharp, straight fold in the aluminum covering.

1.  From 1/2” plywood, cut two base boards, 24” long x 3” wide on the bottom, with one edge cut at a 37º 
inward angle (shown as end view).  Cut eight right triangles, 3-1/2” x 2-5/8” (shown as side view).

2.  Assemble plywood into two splitter frames (see photo) with 1-1/4” screws.

3.  Using 3/4” plywood or 1-by lumber scrap, cut four 
blocks measuring 3/4” x 1” x 1-3/4”.  Attach to ends 
1/2” up from the bottom (even with the top of the 
base board) with 1-1/4” screws.

4.  Cut two rectangles of 0.016” thick aluminum, 
9-1/8” x 24”.  Draw a line at 4-1/16”.

5.  Fold the metal on this line.  If you have access to a shop with a bending brake, this is easy.  If not, you can 
use available materials.  Cut a piece of plywood scrap at least 24” long at a 45º blade angle.  Clamp together 
a sandwich of a 2x4 on the bottom, metal, plywood scrap with the angled edge aligned with the bending line, 
and another 2x4 on top.  Using a third piece of 2x4 scrap, fold the metal over as sharply as possible.
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6.  Fold the metal over completely and, with a 2x4 scrap protecting the fold, hammer the fold as flat as possi-
ble.

7.  Using the 45º plywood scrap, force the fold back open to an angle of ~30-35º.

8.  Place the folded aluminum over the splitter frame and glue in place.

9.  Cut two support rails, 40” long, from 1x2 lumber, selecting lengths as warp-free and knot-free as possible.

10.  Attach the rails to the inside of the Wizard frame uprights, with the top of the rail 17-1/2” up from the 
base, and the back end of the rail even with the back edge of the rear uprights.  Mark a ruler in 1/4” incre-
ments on the rails as shown.
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Narrow bin

You can change the dimensions of the narrow bin if desired.  A 4” width is enough to hold a decent quantity 
of seed and to get hands inside for cleaning.  By changing the orientation of the splitters, the narrow bin can 
accommodate a splitter gap of 1/2” up to 6” or so.

1.  Cut prefinished or sanded 1/2” plywood pieces as shown.

2.  Assemble with #6 x 1-1/2” screws, attaching ends between the sides, then attaching the bottom.  Final out-
side dimensions will be 24” L x 5” W x 15-1/2” H.

3.  If desired, seal inside seams with clear caulk (Lexel works well) or tape to prevent seeds from getting caught.
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Assembly - putting it all together

Attach the wind tunnel to the frame and add the blower

1.  Cut 2x4s, two at 18-5/8” (front) and two at 19-1/8” (rear).  Attach vertically to the outside of the wind tun-
nel, flush with the top, bottom, and edges, using 1-3/4” screws from the inside.

2.  Mark the front uprights at 21” up from the base.  Slide the wind tunnel into place between the uprights, 
resting on the horizontal brace at the rear and aligned with the 21” mark at the front.  Secure with 3” screws 
from the outside.

3.  Insert the blower into the blower adapter and secure with 1” #12 sheet metal screws.  Predrill with a bit 
just large enough to allow the screws to bite into the metal.  Tighten until the metal is pulled against the wood.  
Use at least three screws per side to support the weight of the blower.

Add the feed plate

4.  Measure the rectangle bounded by the top of the wind tunnel, the front uprights, and the top horizontal 
brace exactly.  Cut a piece of 1/2” plywood to these dimensions (should be approximately 5-7/8” x 25-1/2”) 
and screw in place from the bottom and sides. 

5.  Cut the 0.036” stainless steel in half lengthwise with the angle grinder (strong metal shears will cut it, but 
will bend the edge too much), and trim 1-1/2” off of an edge, yielding a rectangle 6” x 22-1/2”.  Glue in place, 
flush with the inside edge of the wind tunnel and centered left to right.

Screws
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Attach the hopper support

6.  Slide the hopper support into place, resting on the front horizontal brace and between the two rear hori-
zontal braces.  Center on the frame, and align the rear ends with the rear edge of the horizontal braces.

7.  Attach pieces of scrap 1x2 or 1/2” plywood as shown below to hold the hopper support in place side-to-side 
at the front and rear.  Leave a small amount of play to allow for easy removal and reattachment.  Attach 6-1/2” 
pieces between the rear horizontal braces to serve as a backstop.

8.  Drill 9/32” holes approximately 3” deep through the top rear horizontal brace down into the hopper sup-
port.  Insert 4”, 1/4” diameter pegs (bolts or dowel pins) to lock the hopper support in place while allowing for 
easy removal.
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Suspend the feed tray

9.  Drive two “L” screw hooks into a scrap board 9-3/4” apart.  Using the rope ferrules (or knots if you prefer), 
make four loop-ended lengths of 3/16” rope, exactly 9-3/4” long from loop to loop.  Include a 3/16” eye screw 
in one of the loops of each rope.

10.  Predrilling with a bit just slightly smaller than the threads to avoid splitting, drive the eye screws into the 
side edges of the feed tray, 2-1/2” from the front and back edges.

11.  On  both sides of the hopper support, measuring forward from the feed plate, mark the following loca-
tions:
 1-1/2” horizontal: 1” up from bottom of board.
 9-1/2” horizontal: 1”, 1-1/2”, 2”, and 2-1/2” up from bottom of board.

12.  Predrill and screw in 1/8” L hooks at these locations.

13.  Suspend the feed tray from the L hooks.  Angle adjustment is achieved by switching among the rear L 
hooks.  The eye hooks can be rotated for minor adjustments in left-right level and rope tension.
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Wiring

Note:  These instructions assume basic competency with wiring receptacles and switches.  Be careful, ground 
everything properly, and plug your Wizard into a grounded outlet.

Some blower motors have terminal blocks while others have hardwired leads.  If a terminal block, run 14-2-2  
(four-conductor) NM-B from the switches to insulated slip terminals at the motor.  If wire leads, run these to 
a junction box or (if long enough) wrap them in electrical tape to form a cable and run them all the way to the 
switches.

Ensure that both the motor and the metal blower housing are grounded; drive a self-tapping ground screw into 
the blower housing if necessary.  Install ground screws in the metal electrical boxes.  Securely clamp all cords 
and cables along their length, and at the entrance to electrical boxes.

Install a ~17” length of 2x4 between the two uprights on the left side, and screw the two electrical boxes side 
by side into this board.

Cut the female end off the the 14-gauge extension cord, strip the wires, and feed into the bottom of the right-
hand electrical box.

Wiring diagram shows hot and neutral wires only; ground all boxes and components appropriately.

If available, a three-speed motor controller can be used in place of the three-way switches.  For the three-way 
switches, wire the line side to the “common” terminal, and use the ohmmeter setting on a multimeter to de-
termine which switch position corresponds to which output terminal.

Wires to 
blower motor

15A 3-way
switch

15A 3-way
switch

15A
switch

15A combo
switch/outlet

Power in
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Label and test switches.  If possible, test while plugged into a GFCI outlet to check for any ground faults in the 
wiring.
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Final touches and testing

1.  Ensure that all wiring on the blower is secured and insulated.

2.  Using 1/8” hardware cloth, cut safety screens to cover the blower intakes on both sides.  Attach with 1/2” 
sheet metal screws.

3.  Run some different seeds through with 2-3 screens in the wind tunnel, and experiment with different blow-
er speeds.  Verify that the airflow is steady and even from left to right, that the blower is running smoothly, 
and that the feed tray vibrates sufficiently to spread the seeds across its full width.

Congratulations!  Your Winnow Wizard is complete.


